The Story of North Carolina Exhibit

*The Story of North Carolina*, the largest exhibit ever produced at the N.C. Museum of History in Raleigh, opened to rave reviews in 2011. This permanent exhibit traces life in North Carolina from its earliest inhabitants through the 20th century.

More than 14,000 years of the state’s history unfold through fascinating artifacts, multimedia presentations, dioramas, and hands-on interactive components. Additionally, two full-size historic houses and several re-created environments immerse museum visitors in places where North Carolinians have lived and worked. Yet the heart of *The Story of North Carolina* focuses on the people — both well-known and everyday citizens — who shaped the Tar Heel State.

Below is additional information connecting *The Story of North Carolina* to educational resources. For the richest student experience, complete the educational packet:

- Watch “North Carolina: Long Story Short!”
  - Sing along with the Pine Valley Historians in this musical overview of North Carolina history. On-screen lyrics and guaranteed ear worms make this an engaging introduction to the state’s history.
- Read “The Story of North Carolina Guide” and discover more about our largest exhibit.
- Fold a canoe! If you were one of the first peoples of what we now call North Carolina, you might have used a dugout canoe for fishing, for hauling supplies down rivers and across lakes and sounds, and, possibly, for fighting. *The Story of North Carolina* features a canoe found in Lake Phelps that dates back thousands of years.
- Next, try your hand at making a Thomas Day style bench. Thomas Day was a master cabinetmaker in Milton, North Carolina and some of his designs are featured in *The Story of North Carolina*.
- Watch “Small Stuff/Big Stories: LIVE!” and complete the worksheet as you follow along.
  - What’s so important about a fishhook? Why is a stick in a glass case? And what’s the story with an old pair of kids’ shoes? On October 17, 2017, museum educator Sally Bloom was joined by curator RaeLana Poteat for tour through our state history—as it was told by some small stuff that was actually used in our past.
- Once finished viewing the video, answer the discussion questions.
The Story of North Carolina Guide

The text below corresponds to the galleries in our 20,000 square foot exhibit on the history of the Tar Heel state. It can be used with other materials as a synopsis of state history.

An Ancient People Overview: People have been living in what is now North Carolina for a very long time. The early inhabitants used resources the land provided, hunting animals and gathering plants to eat. They were also skilled toolmakers. They knew how to select and chip a stone to create an effective spear point, and how to make an atlatl (spear thrower) that could launch a weapon with deadly force. Most of what we know about these people comes from studying the stone tools they left behind.

Establishing Settlements Overview: About three thousand years ago, early North Carolinians began settling down in villages. They tended small gardens but still gathered nuts and berries and hunted game for a large part of their diet. People later settled into bigger communities and began tending substantial gardens filled with corn, beans, squash, and other plants. They began to settle down in one place, building villages, planting crops, and making pottery. As they adopted agriculture, people started making pottery to cook with. Pots, usually deep bowls, were placed over an open fire or in a pile of hot coals. Over time, dozens of tribes and communities formed, each with its own history and way of life.

Skilled Watermen: Poling or paddling their canoes, Indian men speared fish or scooped them up in nets. By day they built and tended fish weirs, or traps. At night, they lit small fires in their boats to attract the fish. Maintaining their gear took work, too. Ashore, people fashioned shuttles from stone and used them to weave nets from plant fibers. They made plummets, or net weights, by grinding stone and then fastened them to nets used to trap fish and waterfowl.

Exchanging Goods: For thousands of years, Indians traded with one another. When a stranger arrived in a village, he often carried useful and beautiful items from distant places. In exchange for his wares, he accepted local products, things that he knew people elsewhere wanted. Traders didn’t need to speak the same language as their customers to exchange goods successfully. The earliest European traders fit right into existing trade systems. They were just another group speaking strange languages, but the objects they brought changed Indian life and culture.

Trade Brings Crisis: Trade brought more than copper pots and firearms to the dome-shaped houses of the Piedmont. It brought germs, and germs brought death. The first smallpox outbreak to strike a village killed as many as nine of every ten people. Illness threatened the survival of whole families, communities, and tribes. Those who were left struggled to tend the sick, bury the dead, and do basic chores. Many banded together with survivors from other places, creating blended cultures and communities such as the Catawba and Saponi confederations.

Spain and England Explore the New World: Both Spain and England showed an early interest in the land that would become North Carolina. Spanish expeditions in 1540 and 1567–1568 explored the foothills and mountains, searching for riches and a passage to Mexico. Juan Pardo constructed
Fort San Juan in 1567 next to the Indian town of Joara (in present-day Burke County), creating the earliest European settlement in the interior of what is now the United States. The outpost survived eighteen months before the people of Joara burned the fort and ousted the Spaniards. Like the Spanish, the English were keen to learn more about the New World and how it might profit them.

Sir Walter Raleigh sponsored three expeditions to the future North Carolina: in 1584 and 1585 and ending with the 1587 failed colonization attempt at Roanoke Island that became known as the Lost Colony. Although the English remained enthusiastic about establishing settlements, neither Spain nor England had success in early attempts to gain a foothold here.

**On the Rough Frontier Overview:** In 1663 King Charles II granted “true and absolute” rule over the “Province of Carolina” to eight noblemen called Lords Proprietors. Their colony stretched south from the Virginia border to the northern boundary of Spanish Florida and westward to the “South Seas.” Carolina endured political and religious strife, lawlessness, and conflict with Indians in its early decades. The colony saw America’s first popular uprising and a major war between white settlers and Tuscarora Indians. It also became known as a haven for pirates. Dangerous and unpredictable conditions limited settlement, which in turn restricted profits for the ruling Lords Proprietors. Seven of the eight Proprietors had sold their land back to the Crown by 1729. As a royal colony, North Carolina stabilized and began to attract more settlers.

**Tuscarora War:** On September 22, 1711, some members of the Tuscarora Confederation struck back against ongoing European encroachment on their lands, unfair treatment by traders, and the sale of their people into slavery. They coordinated a surprise attack on European settlers living along the Neuse and Pamlico Rivers. Attacks continued until James Moore of South Carolina arrived leading an army of Indians who were enemies of the Tuscarora. This force crushed the Tuscarora at Fort Neohoroka, breaking their power in the colony by leaving hundreds dead or sold into slavery.

**King Tobacco:** Most Carolina settlers were farmers, and their main cash crop was tobacco. Planters exported dried tobacco leaves in thousand-pound units, shipped in large wooden barrels called hogsheads. Tobacco was so important that price changes could harm the economy. The government passed various laws attempting to keep prices high. Tobacco was even used in place of money in the cash-strapped colony.

**Rivalry, Resentment, and Rebellion:** Carolina under the Lords Proprietors experienced governmental instability, political infighting, and popular uprisings. Some proprietary governors abused their power. They seized property illegally, overtaxed citizens, jailed their rivals, and accepted bribes. The colonists rose up against overbearing officials, imprisoning one governor and banishing another. They also met an incoming governor at the colony’s border and refused him entry. Political rivalries between colonists led to revolts, hostage taking, name-calling, and challenges to duels. Struggles between Anglicans and Quakers for control of the government caused a “rebellion.”

**Pirates:** Pirates were quite at home in early Carolina. The colony’s coastline provided many isolated hiding places, and its citizens were willing to buy stolen goods. Legitimately imported items often proved scarce and expensive. Therefore, practical colonists welcomed any goods they
could acquire more easily. Government officials turned a blind eye to the trade. Some were even reported to be in league with pirates. Piracy along the Carolina coast waned after the notorious Blackbeard was killed at Ocracoke Inlet in 1718.

**Building Community:** Immigrants from other colonies and from across the Atlantic Ocean poured into North Carolina during the mid-1700s, adding to the mixture of people already here. English, Scots-Irish, Highland Scots, Germans, Africans, and native Indian groups all possessed skills, knowledge, and religious beliefs that combined to mold the developing colony. Cultural differences and rapid population growth sometimes caused friction within the colony. In addition, North Carolina was drawn into the French and Indian War and a conflict between European settlers and the Cherokee in the west.

**Eastern and Piedmont Indians:** Although their numbers had declined, Indians continued to live in eastern and central North Carolina while scores of white settlers swarmed in. The Europeans adopted many aspects of Indian culture, including foodways, clothing, and farming techniques. At the same time, Indian groups slowly changed some of their traditions in ways that reflected European influences. Catawba Indians in the Piedmont continued making pottery but modified their designs to appeal to white settlers. Likewise, Tuscarora Indians applied their traditional beadwork techniques to European-style hats.

**Demand for Laborers Drives Slavery:** The first enslaved people in North Carolina were Indians. But as Indian populations dwindled in the early 1700s, white colonists began to look for a new labor source. They found it in African slaves. Most enslaved Africans in North Carolina were brought overland from Virginia and South Carolina by their owners and forced to work on tobacco, rice, and naval store plantations in the Albemarle and Cape Fear regions. They were considered property and toiled their entire lives. Their children became the next generation of workers.

**The Great Wagon Road:** The best farmland in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia had been claimed by 1735. New immigrants and second-generation Americans seeking land loaded their possessions onto Conestoga wagons and headed south down the Great Wagon Road. Once an Indian path, this road became the main highway of the colonial backcountry, eventually reaching from Pennsylvania to Georgia. It was deeply rutted, sometimes muddy, and often blocked by rocks, rivers, and trees. Yet vast numbers of Scots-Irish, German, and English settlers traveled on it to the North Carolina Piedmont.

**Backcountry Battles:** European settlers saw North Carolina’s backcountry as a land of opportunity, with rich earth to farm and room to grow. But Indians had known this area as home long before the arrival of whites, and they were willing to fight to keep it. As the population increased, disputes arose. Some were sparked by local tensions, and others were fueled by events in neighboring colonies. Who would live in, control, and profit from this beautiful place?

**The French and Indian War at Home:** Violence ravaged the American backcountry during the 1754–1763 war between Britain and France over who would control the colonies. In western North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia, the larger conflict ignited existing tensions between one-time allies the British and the Cherokee. Colonial and tribal representatives negotiated peace settlements in 1761. But two years of raids and counterraids had created refugees on both sides and left families with ruined homes and crops. Conflicting claims on the land remained.
Unrest and Revolution Overview: In the mid-1700s, a group of backcountry farmers became increasingly angry with the royal colonial government, based in the east. They disliked what they believed were unfair taxes, illegal fees, and corrupt officials. They called themselves Regulators because they wanted the power to regulate their own lives. When peaceful protests failed, the Regulators disrupted courts and attacked local officials. Events came to a head in 1771 when Governor William Tryon led militia troops to victory over the Regulators in a battle near Alamance Creek.

The Fight for Independence: Support for liberty came early in North Carolina. On February 27, 1776, Patriot (Whig) forces defeated a group of Loyalists (Tories) at the Battle of Moores Creek Bridge. The Halifax Resolves of April 12 made North Carolina the first colony to authorize its Continental Congress delegates to vote for independence. North Carolinians served in local militias and the Continental Army throughout the Revolution. But many remained loyal to the Crown, and internal conflict brought bloodshed. Battles on North Carolina soil played an important role in America’s eventual victory. The Revolutionary War in North Carolina: In North Carolina, place has always been important. During the Revolution, where people came from and where they lived played a large role in whether they supported the Patriot or the Loyalist cause. Neighbors fought one another over the right to rule the land they called home. And battles on North Carolina soil affected the character and outcome of the war.

Neighbor against Neighbor: North Carolinians disagreed about whether to rebel against Great Britain. Patriots (Whigs) welcomed the struggle for independence, but Loyalists (Tories) considered rebelling against the royal government as treason. Some citizens remained neutral and tried to stay out of the fight. The divisions among colonists led to a virtual civil war within North Carolina during the Revolution. Neighbors clashed with neighbors, seizing and destroying property. Groups of armed Patriots and Loyalists roamed the colony fighting one another and leaving a trail of destruction in their wake.

Forging a New Nation Overview: In 1789 George Washington became president of the United States. But he wasn’t president here, because North Carolina had not yet ratified the Constitution and officially joined the new nation. Many North Carolinians feared that a strong central government would impose high taxes and hinder personal liberties. They insisted that the Constitution have a statement of rights added to it. On November 21, 1789, with the Bill of Rights under development, North Carolina ratified the Constitution and became the twelfth of the United States.

A Government Revised: In 1835, North Carolinians decided that their state constitution needed an overhaul to express more clearly their changing idea of democracy. The revisions created more political equality. Western residents gained more representatives in the legislature, ending years of control by easterners. White men, including those who did not own land, got more say in electing officials. For the first time, Roman Catholics could legally hold state offices. However, free men of color, including African Americans and some American Indians, lost their right to vote.

The Trail of Tears: In 1838, the federal government forced members of the Cherokee nation to move from the Southeast to Oklahoma. More than 15,000 Cherokee left their homeland to travel over one thousand miles west. Between 4,000 and 8,000 of them died during the physically and
emotionally difficult journey. Some North Carolina Cherokee hid to escape removal. A legal point spared others: An earlier treaty had made them citizens of the United States rather than the Cherokee nation. These two groups became the ancestors of today’s Eastern Band of Cherokee.

**Providing for Family Overview:** During the early to mid-1800s, North Carolina family members depended upon one another to help support the family unit as a whole. Several generations sometimes lived together, sharing their daily chores, skills, and knowledge. Most North Carolinians—black and white—were farmers, and many had additional home occupations. Some also worked in small businesses or off-season industries. Though some African Americans were free, most were enslaved workers who struggled to live within a harsh system that often tore families apart.

**Home Industries:** Despite their best efforts, most small-scale farmers could not make a living by farming alone. They had to do additional jobs such as beekeeping, shoemaking, and distilling. Farmwives spun yarn, wove fabric, and made extra clothing and butter. By working hard during the winter, a family could produce surplus goods for sale or to trade to neighbors or to the local storekeeper. An alternative to home manufacturing was to work during the offseason in naval stores (pine products), gold mining, or maritime industries.

**Daily Chores before Breakfast:** Every morning before the folks in a farm family could eat breakfast, they had many chores to do. All the animals had to be fed. Cows had to be milked. Eggs had to be gathered. Barn stalls had to be mucked out (cleared of manure). Water had to be fetched, and firewood had to be split and carried inside. Each family member was responsible for certain chores. Some tasks needed to be repeated each evening. Children began helping with farm work around age five.

**Living Together Overview:** By 1835 North Carolina’s geographical obstacles and lack of government support for public projects had weakened the economy so much that masses of people were leaving the state. Many who stayed opposed paying higher taxes for transportation and education. Consequently, North Carolina lagged behind its neighbors. Tar Heels awoke to the need for improvements at the same time that state constitutional amendments gave western residents more representation in the legislature. Construction of railroads, plank roads, canals, and public schools soon moved the state forward.

**The Social Order:** Wealth, race, and gender often determined a person’s status. Planters, yeoman farmers (who worked their own land), and enslaved people made up specific social groups within the antebellum community. American Indians, free blacks, poor whites, and people of mixed heritage did not fit easily into any category and were subjected to distinct kinds of discrimination.

**Community Life:** Community involvement was central to life in antebellum North Carolina. People met publicly to worship, govern, learn, and do business. They also visited privately in neighbors’ homes to help care for the sick, celebrate special events, or simply share the latest news. Community residents daily depended on each other for specialized skills and services. In times of crisis, they willingly gave what assistance they could to those in need, realizing that one day they might need help from the community in return.
Free Blacks: More than 30,000 free blacks lived in North Carolina in 1860. Some were skilled artisans and tradespeople. A few became wealthy and owned slaves. But in a society where dark skin denoted servitude, free blacks—especially successful ones—created a dilemma. Their enterprise contradicted the assumption of inferiority on which the entire slavery system rested. As a result, free blacks were denied full citizenship and restricted by state and local regulations. The revised state constitution of 1835 even deprived them of the vote.

North Carolina in Crisis Overview: War brings changes, division, and hardship. Abraham Lincoln’s election as president in 1860 took place in a country deeply divided over sectional issues, mainly slavery. On February 4, 1861, representatives from six Southern states met to form the Confederate States of America. Most North Carolinians still believed in the Union and didn’t support such drastic action. The state’s voters rejected a February call for a convention to discuss secession. Unionism held sway in North Carolina until the Confederate firing on Fort Sumter in April 1861. President Lincoln’s subsequent call for troops to suppress the rebellion disturbed many Tar Heels, who could not support sending soldiers to attack fellow Southerners. Governor John Ellis summoned the state legislature, which called for a convention to consider secession. On May 20, 1861, delegates voted to leave the Union, and North Carolina became the eleventh state to join the Confederacy. After the firing on Fort Sumter, Ellis responded to Lincoln’s call for troops with these words: “You can get no troops from North Carolina.”

The Slavery Crisis: Debate about the future of slavery polarized the nation between the 1830s and the 1860s. A minority of North Carolinians actually owned slaves, but slavery impacted everyone in the state. Ending slavery would bring significant economic and social changes. The idea led to strong opinions, a sense of urgency, fear for some, and hope for others. Most outspoken opponents of slavery hailed from the North, but North Carolina had some homegrown abolitionists. They included Wesleyan Methodist minister Daniel Worth, free black author David Walker, fugitive slave and autobiographer Harriet Jacobs, and Quaker merchant Levi Coffin. The Rush to Fight: After secession, scores of white North Carolinians rushed to support the new Confederacy in its fight for independence. Many Southerners believed the war would last only a few weeks or months. Men gathered across the state to form companies of soldiers seeking honor and glory on the battlefield. Over the course of the unexpectedly long struggle, North Carolina would supply approximately 125,000 men in sixty regiments to the Confederacy, as well as more than 10,000 white men and 5,000 black men in eight Union regiments.

An Occupied Confederate State: Federal assaults quickly brought the realities of war home to North Carolinians. In the late summer of 1861, Northern ships and troops began attacking Confederate positions along the state’s coast. Roanoke Island fell to the Federals in February 1862, and the strategic mainland town of New Bern followed by mid-March. Union forces soon controlled much of eastern North Carolina, giving them a base for raids into the state’s interior counties. Federal occupation brought freedom to thousands of enslaved African Americans and sent many Confederate whites fleeing farther inland.

A Woman’s War: After North Carolina seceded, white women as well as men eagerly expressed their Confederate patriotism. Some joined Ladies’ Aid Societies, which furnished soldiers with homemade socks, shirts, trousers, blankets, bandages, and even food. Others raised money for the war effort. Women nursed sick and wounded soldiers in hospitals, and some even took paid work
for the first time, producing uniforms and military supplies for the state. However, other women considered the war a mistake and actively called for peace.

The Final Days: During the last months of the war, heavy fighting returned to North Carolina. Confederate defeats at Fort Fisher and Bentonville preceded the surrenders at Appomattox and Bennett Place, which brought the war to a close. Some 125,000 North Carolinians had served the Confederacy. Nearly half were wounded at least once, and an estimated 35,000 died.

Hope, Fear, and Freedom Overview: After the Civil War ended, North Carolina was in constitutional limbo. No one really knew how to become part of the United States again. President Andrew Johnson, who was born in Raleigh, wanted Southern states readmitted to the Union quickly. But Republicans in Washington, D.C., wanted Southerners to make major political changes first. Congress placed North Carolina under Federal military occupation and specified steps the state had to take to rejoin the country. Many white North Carolinians resented this outside control but they had to accept it.

Rewriting the Rules: To meet the demands of Congressional Reconstruction, North Carolina had to enact a new state constitution that gave voting rights to the freedmen. The state also had to accept the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution—outlawing slavery and defining blacks as American citizens. The congressional plan at first denied some former Confederates the right to vote or hold office. But by 1868, most had regained their voting rights. Freedoms Gained: The end of slavery opened a new world for African Americans in North Carolina. Newly freed people established communities, built churches, opened schools, and created civic organizations. Across the state, former slaves eagerly pursued the education that had long been forbidden to them. They crowded into makeshift schools, where adults and children studied side by side. Black men gained the right to vote, and some sought and attained political office, giving African Americans their first official taste of political influence.

“Bottom Rail Now on Top”: Many white North Carolinians deeply resented the social changes that Reconstruction brought. They refused to accept the fact that people who had once occupied the lowest rung on the social ladder were now their equals under the law. Seeing formerly enslaved African Americans voting seemed like the ultimate humiliation to those who felt their world had turned upside down. Some grew so frustrated that they resorted to violence to restore the former social order. They attacked and harassed blacks to scare them away from voting. Reconstruction Ends in North Carolina: North Carolina rejoined the Union in 1868 but remained under Federal military occupation for two more years. Intimidation of black and white Republican voters, however, allowed the Democratic Party to regain power. In 1876 North Carolinians reelected Democrat Zebulon B. Vance, the state’s Civil War governor, to the executive office. This signaled a return to power for the prewar elite. In 1877 the Federal government withdrew its last occupying troops from the South. The end of Reconstruction forecast an end to hopes for equality for black North Carolinians.

Living with Jim Crow: Jim Crow laws prevented African Americans and American Indians from voting, and they formalized racial separation in North Carolina. Segregation affected every aspect of daily life. African Americans and Indians had inferior educational opportunities, worked at
backbreaking and low-paying jobs, and were forced to use separate, usually substandard, public facilities. Within their own communities, blacks and Indians developed thriving businesses, schools, churches, and social organizations, but whites treated them as second-class citizens.

The Rise of Sharecropping: Farming changed after the Civil War. Former slaves and many poor whites had no land. Planters who still owned land had no one to work it. And nobody had much money. Sharecropping seemed like an ideal way to meet everyone’s needs. In this system, a landowner supplied workers with land, tools, and seeds to grow a cash crop in exchange for a large share of the harvest. But sharecroppers soon found that they could never get ahead and were trapped in a cycle of debt to the landholder.

Into the Modern Age Overview: With the end of Reconstruction, North Carolina entered an era of both promise and despair. Tobacco, textile, and furniture industries grew, and railroads connected farms, factories, and markets—making the state an industrial leader of the South. But while manufacturing boomed, farmers faced hardships. Many families left their farms, seeking “public work” in the new industries. For them, and for the many more who stayed behind to work the land, the modern age brought challenges. As always, North Carolinians looked to their communities for support in the face of change.

The Bright Leaf: Union troops camped near Durham in the final days of the Civil War, and they enjoyed bright-leaf smoking tobacco from John Ruffin Green’s small factory there. In fact, the soldiers liked its flavor so much that, after they returned home, some of them wrote to Green asking for more. Farmers produced bright-leaf tobacco by cultivating the plant in sandy, infertile soil and then flue-curing the leaves with heated air. Its use became popular locally before the Civil War. After soldiers discovered the product, however, national demand skyrocketed.

The Cotton Mill Campaign: To many North Carolinians, textile mills meant progress, and community leaders championed their construction. Large numbers of people were still coping with the devastation of the Civil War, and they saw mills as a sign of a brighter future. Mill owners were typically local men who had made money as landowners and merchants or in other industries. Often helped by investors from the North, they increased cotton-spinning operations and emphasized weaving, changing the size and scope of southern textile manufacturing. Furniture: North Carolina had a tradition of furniture crafting before the Civil War, and large-scale manufacturing developed in the late 1800s. The state’s vast hardwood forests provided lumber, and poor farmers supplied a ready workforce. New railroads made distribution faster and easier than ever before. A national demand for furniture and other consumer items fueled the industry, helping related veneer, glue, and paint businesses thrive. The town of High Point became a world-famous furniture marketplace and home to the Southern Furniture Exposition Building in 1921.

The Age of New Things: The beginning of the twentieth century brought transition to the Tar Heel State. Modern methods replaced old ways. New technologies and conveniences took hold, changing the lives of North Carolinians forever. A spirit of creativity sparked new inventions and ideas. Machines took the place of horses, and electricity gave towns and cities the power to grow. The celebrated first flight, made by the Wright brothers near Kitty Hawk in December 1903, became an important symbol of progress and introduced human aviation to the world.
Modern Railroads: To North Carolinians, railroads symbolized modern times. Railroad building aided industrialization, which led to more railroad construction. New lines prompted the creation of factories and connected those factories with the farmers who supplied their raw materials. Thus both industry and farming prospered. The state’s railroad mileage increased from 964 in 1866 to 5,522 in 1920. People were now more connected to the rest of the nation. Farm and factory machinery from northern cities could reach North Carolina to meet the growing demand here.

Urbanization in North Carolina: The movement of people away from farms caused the growth of cities and towns. The rise of businesses attracted workers and helped urban areas develop. Population centers such as Raleigh, Charlotte, Winston-Salem, Wilmington, and Asheville showcased the latest inventions. However, as the state became more industrial, most residents continued to embrace its rural roots. They took their goods to urban markets but continued to live on their farms. Trips to the city offered glimpses of modern trends and of life away from the dusty fields.

Social Movements: Progressive campaigns sweeping the nation in the early 1900s called for major changes to give women the right to vote, stop the lynching (mob killing) of African Americans, prohibit alcoholic drinks, and make other reforms. Some of these movements took hold in North Carolina. The efforts met with limited success. A Prohibition Amendment to the United States Constitution outlawed alcoholic beverages but was eventually repealed. Despite the North Carolina legislature’s failure to ratify it, the Nineteenth Amendment guaranteed women in all states the right to vote. Lynching continued.

Increasing Public Education: By 1910 North Carolina had six public institutions of higher learning for white students, five for African Americans, and one for American Indians. The state’s public elementary and secondary schools had also grown in number and quality during Charles B. Aycock’s term as governor, from 1900 to 1904. Despite longer school terms, improved textbooks, and additional teacher training, educational advances were not uniform. Black and Indian families continued to strive to educate their children despite separate, often inferior, public schools that received less funding than white schools.

The Rise of Black Business: Between 1880 and 1930, Jim Crow laws made racism and segregation a part of life in North Carolina. The Democratic Party’s return to power after Reconstruction had pushed blacks out of state politics, and new laws forced them to stay in a separate and unequal place in society. Yet black communities flourished. Areas such as Durham’s “Black Wall Street” and Hayti neighborhood became centers of African American business and culture. Black businessmen operated within their own communities. Many engaged in successful enterprises that did not depend on white consumers.

An American State Part 1 Overview: By late 1914, North Carolinians were warily watching events in Europe, where war had broken out. The United States officially remained neutral but began shipping supplies to help the Allies fighting against Germany. German submarines operated in the Atlantic to keep the shipments from reaching England. A German submarine sank the British ocean liner Lusitania in May 1915, killing 128 Americans and changing antiwar attitudes in the United States. America finally declared war in April 1917, and Tar Heels were serving overseas by that fall.
America Enters the Great War: With the United States at war with Germany, all men between the ages of twenty-one and thirty had to register for a new national military draft. North Carolinians proved so eager to join up that the number who tried to register exceeded the number eligible by 6 percent. The state celebrated draft day with patriotic parades and banquets. The festivities honored the men who signed up, and people treated them as heroes. More than 86,000 Tar Heel troops eventually served in the military during the First World War. North Carolina soldiers left their homes for the many army camps that dotted the South. The recruits, known as doughboys, put on khaki uniforms and trained for the dreadful trench warfare of Europe’s western front. When they arrived overseas, troops faced a horrifying new type of combat. Modern warfare introduced machine guns, high-explosive shells, poison gas, flamethrowers, tanks, and airplanes. North Carolina doughboys met the challenge, and some were among the first American soldiers to break through German lines and help end the war.

Fighting the Flu: A widespread outbreak, or pandemic, of influenza in 1918 and 1919 killed more people worldwide than the war did. Soldiers returning from Europe brought the flu virus to North Carolina. The disease moved fast and struck both young and old. It had killed more than 13,600 Tar Heels by April 1919. To control the spread of the virus, the state Board of Health ordered schools, churches, movie houses, fairs, circuses, and other public places to close at the first sign of influenza.

The Highs and Lows of the Twenties: World War I put war-related industries into high gear. But after the fighting ended, the military’s demand for goods fell. Overproduction caused a drop in prices and profits, resulting in lower wages and job losses for factory workers. Farmers also faced hard times as demand for their cotton, tobacco, and other products decreased. Some North Carolinians did enjoy an economic boom in the 1920s, but life remained tough for many. Large numbers of African Americans left the state to look for work in the industrial North.

The Great Depression: Economic hardship rocks North Carolina: Already suffering after the post-World War I economic downturn, North Carolinians slowly began to feel the devastating effects of the national catastrophe known as the Great Depression. Businesses and farms failed. People lost their homes and other property, and even the most basic necessities became scarce. In these desperate times, most Tar Heels managed to get by. With help from neighbors, family, and government programs, they kept their self-respect and overcame the hardships of a decade defined by poverty.

An Alphabet Soup: Soon after the 1932 election of Franklin D. Roosevelt as president, the government put in place a number of programs designed to repair the economy and lift Americans’ spirits. Roosevelt called these programs the New Deal. Agencies such as the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) put Tar Heels to work on sanitation, beautification, conservation, education, and arts projects, including the Blue Ridge Parkway and Manteo’s outdoor drama The Lost Colony.

World War II: Worldwide conflict developed again in the 1930s, and most Americans hoped that the nation could remain neutral. But Adolf Hitler’s Nazi regime had conquered most of Europe, and Great Britain remained alone in its struggle against Germany. Then on December 7, 1941, the Japanese attacked the American naval base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, forcing the United States into a global war that would not end until 1945. As they had in 1917, North Carolinians responded
with patriotic fervor and answered the nation’s call to arms. More than 360,000 North Carolinians served in the Second World War. Tar Heel servicemen were present at the initial attack on Pearl Harbor and at the dropping of the two atomic bombs on Japan that effectively ended the war.

**Turning Civilians into Soldiers:** During World War II, more soldiers trained in North Carolina than in any other state, nearly 2 million service members in more than a hundred locations. The mild climate, low population density, inexpensive land, and availability of low-cost labor made North Carolina perfect for building military bases. In World War II, as in prior conflicts, African Americans fought in separate, segregated units, and rarely received frontline assignments. Still, 69,000 black North Carolinians served, and the nation’s first African American marines trained at Montford Point near Camp Lejeune. American Indians enlisted in large numbers and served in white units. They sometimes faced discrimination but served in every military branch and on all fronts.

**Fighting from Home:** Folks on the home front in North Carolina—as in other states—bought war bonds, planted “victory gardens,” and collected scrap metal to help the war effort. They rationed products needed by the military and helped defend their state by scanning the skies and waters for enemy activity. Some of North Carolina’s greatest contributions lay in agriculture and industry. Farmers produced large amounts of food, cotton, and tobacco to support the troops, and many citizens, including women, went to work in shipbuilding and other war manufacturing.

**An American State Part 2 Searching for Social Justice:** After fighting for freedom overseas during World War II, African American and American Indian servicemen and -women returned home to a society that segregated them as second-class citizens. This great irony prompted many to take part in various elements of a widespread Civil Rights movement. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) had been active in North Carolina since 1917. Through this organization and others, African Americans sought to claim full rights of citizenship. American Indians also wanted these rights, as well as recognition of their tribal identities.

**Implementing Integration:** On May 17, 1954, in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, the United States Supreme Court declared racially segregated schools unconstitutional and commanded that states desegregate public schools. North Carolina lawmakers acted slowly. The 1964 Civil Rights Act, which prohibited segregation in public places and denied federal funding to segregated schools, sped integration. A 1970 Charlotte court case established busing as a way to achieve integration. Student Activism: North Carolina college students took the lead in demanding civil rights. Inspired by a Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott, students adopted principles of nonviolent protest championed by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. On February 1, 1960, four Agricultural and Technical College of North Carolina students requested service at Woolworth’s whites-only lunch counter in Greensboro. The protest escalated and soon spread across the state. Woolworth’s integrated its lunch counters in July. Shaw University students made a national impact by forming the first chapter of the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

**Claiming Political Power:** Through the efforts of local and national organizations, racial minorities in North Carolina registered to vote in increasing numbers. The 1965 Voting Rights Act strengthened the federal government’s power over elections and eliminated loopholes, such as poll taxes and literacy tests, designed to prevent minority voting. Voters elected blacks and American
Indians to public office for the first time since the 1800s. Although disparities stemming from centuries of racial injustice still linger, the Civil Rights movement brought about great and lasting change for all North Carolinians.

**Notes on Recent North Carolina History:** Since the 1970s, North Carolina has grown far more diverse than ever before. The state has also become more integrated with the rest of the nation and the world. Traditional industries have declined, while new ones have grown up. The political landscape has changed, as the Republican Party became a major factor in the state for the first time since the 19th century. The natural environment, both as something to be protected and as a source of danger, has increasingly demanded attention. The Research Triangle Park (RTP) was founded by a committee of government, university, and business leaders as a model for research, innovation, and economic development. By establishing a place where educators, researchers, and businesses come together as collaborative partners, the founders of the Park hoped to change the economic composition of the region and state, thereby increasing the opportunities the citizens of North Carolina.

Shifts in the structure of American society, begun years or even decades earlier, had become apparent by the time the 1980s arrived. The composition of the population and the most important jobs and skills in American society had undergone major changes. The dominance of service jobs in the economy became undeniable. By the mid-1980s, nearly three-fourths of all employees worked in the service sector, for instance, as retail clerks, office workers, teachers, physicians, and government employees. Service-sector activity benefited from the availability and increased use of the computer. For many Americans, the economic, social, and political trends of the previous two decades—crime and racial polarization in many urban centers, challenges to traditional values, the economic downturn and inflation of the Carter years—engendered a mood of disillusionment. It also strengthened a renewed suspicion of government and its ability to deal effectively with the country’s social and political problems.

Conservatives, long out of power at the national level, were well positioned politically in the context of this new mood. Many Americans were receptive to their message of limited government, strong national defense, and the protection of traditional values. Meanwhile, America’s “smokestack industries” were in decline. For most Americans the 1990s would be a time of peace, prosperity, and rapid technological change. Some attributed this to the “Reagan Revolution” and the end of the Cold War; others to the return of a Democrat to the presidency. Improved crime and other social statistics aside, American politics remained ideological, emotional, and characterized by intense divisions. Shortly after the nation entered the new millennium, moreover, its post-Cold War sense of security was jolted by an unprecedented terrorist attack that launched it on a new and difficult international track.

In 2008 the state had two firsts: the election of Beverly Perdue as our first female governor and Barack Obama as the first African American president of the United States.
Imagine traveling down a river some 2,700 years ago in a canoe. If you were one of the first peoples of what we now call North Carolina, you might have used a dugout canoe for fishing, for hauling supplies down rivers and across lakes and sounds, and, possibly, for fighting.

To make a canoe, you would build a fire of moss and wood chips at the base of a tree and let it burn until the tree fell. Then you would set small fires along the length of the log to char the wood. Finally, you would scrape the charred wood with tools made of bone or seashells until the canoe had the desired shape.

1. Fold a piece of paper in half, then unfold it.
2. Fold the two sides to the center line...
3. ...like this.
4. Fold in all corners.
5. Fold four corners in again.
6. Fold two sides to the center...
7. ...like this.
8. Slip your thumbs under all folded-in layers, and turn the canoe inside out...
9. ...like this!
Thomas Day (1801–1861) was a master cabinetmaker in Milton, North Carolina. He designed and built beautiful wooden chairs, tables, beds, sofas, even staircases. By 1850 Day, a free African American, was operating the largest cabinetmaking business in the state.

Mr. Day built benches, or pews, like this for his church in Milton. They are still used every Sunday.

Supplies
this craft sheet, copied on brown paper
scissors
tape

Thomas Day (1801–1861) was a master cabinetmaker in Milton, North Carolina. He designed and built beautiful wooden chairs, tables, beds, sofas, even staircases. By 1850 Day, a free African American, was operating the largest cabinetmaking business in the state.
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History Happens Here
Small Stuff/Big Stories
Follow Along Worksheet

Students may use this worksheet during the LIVE! event or can complete it when the program ends. Use the word bank when needed and share the Discussion Topics to continue the conversation.

[Note: not all words are needed to complete the worksheet.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shell Castle Island Lighthouse</th>
<th>Corncob Candle</th>
<th>Rosenwald</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stick</td>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>Battle of Moores Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krispy Kreme</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Cheerwine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackbeard</td>
<td>Vicks Vapor Rub</td>
<td>Colonoware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Pete</td>
<td>Atlatl</td>
<td>Goody’s Powder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The rock is part of a tool called an ____________ that allowed people to
   a. Dig bigger holes for planting corn.
   b. Weigh down hides of deer for tanning.
   c. Hunt animals from a greater distance, improving the food supply.

2. Who’s that? What ruler of England is featured on the 1583 six pence?
   a. King Henry VIII
   b. Abraham Lincoln
   c. Elizabeth I

3. ________________ is probably the best-known pirate to sail off the North Carolina coast.
   True or False: Pirates sought only gold and jewels as treasure.

4. American Indians adapted parts of European ways that were beneficial to them, while
   maintaining their own culture. _____________, a type of earthenware, demonstrates this.

5. What is the artifact that shows a connection between a West African tradition and people of
   African descent in North Carolina? ________________________________
6. _____________ was fought between British soldiers and North Carolina citizens who believed the colony should remain part of England, and North Carolina citizens who believed that the colony should be independent.

7. True or False: Before about 1850, shoes did not have a left or right orientation.

8. The _____________ can be seen on the pitcher made for John Gray Blount around 1790. True or False: You can visit this place when you visit the North Carolina coast.

9. Union uniforms were generally this color: _______________; while Confederate uniforms were often this color: ________________.

10. The _____________ demonstrates how people got by during the hard times of the Civil War time period.

11. Can you name three other NC-made products besides Pepsi?
   ________________  ________________  ________________

12. ________________ schools were established to provide African Americans better educational opportunities during a time of segregation.

13. True or False: People in North Carolina worried about Axis aircraft flying over the state during World War II.

14. This civil rights leader spoke in Raleigh at Reynolds Coliseum in 1966.
   a. Martin Luther King, Jr.
   b. Pauli Murray
   c. Rosa Parks
Small Stuff/Big Stories
Discussion Questions

• If you could save one “thing” that would be seen 150 years from now, what would it be? Why?

• Share a tradition from your family. Research this tradition’s origins.

• Look at your shoes. List three things they say about you.
• We think of “recycling” as a contemporary environmental effort. Can you point to different ways people in our past recycled?

• How was the Battle of Moores Creek like a “civil war”? 